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CPSO “Definitions”



I fought the law, and the law….

11. (1) The following are the elements required for consent to treatment:

1. The consent must relate to the treatment.

2. The consent must be informed.

3. The consent must be given voluntarily.

4. The consent must not be obtained through misrepresentation 

or fraud.  1996, c. 2, Sched. A, s. 11 (1).



Informed consent

“A consent to treatment is informed if, before giving it, the person received the 

information about the matters set out in subsection (3) that a reasonable person 

in the same circumstances would require in order to make a decision about the 

treatment”

Health Care Consent Act

(3) The matters referred to in subsection (2) are:

1. The nature of the treatment.

2. The expected benefits of the treatment.

3. The material risks of the treatment.

4. The material side effects of the treatment.

5. Alternative courses of action.

6. The likely consequences of not having the treatment.  1996, 

c. 2, Sched. A, s. 11 (3).



Ok … let’s consent!

Seven Elements of Informed consent:

Threshold elements (preconditions)

Competence (to understand and decide)

Voluntariness (in deciding)

Information elements

Disclosure (of material information)

Recommendation (of a plan)

Understanding (of above 2)

Consent elements

Decision (in favor of a plan)

Authorization (of the chosen plan)



Beauchamp & Childress:

- The facts or descriptions that patients or subjects consider material when 

deciding whether to refuse or consent to a proposed intervention or 

involvement in research

- Information the professional believes to be material

- The professional's recommendation (if any)

- The purpose of seeking consent

- The nature and limits of consent as an act of authorization

Disclosure



So how much is enough?

The professional practice standard

"A professional community's customary practices determine adequate 

disclosure"

"Diagnoses, prognosis, the nature and purpose of the intervention, alternatives, 

risks and benefits, and the consequences of not receiving any treatment, and 

recommendations typically are essential"

This must be in the context of the patient as a person and as someone with an 

illness



Ok … let’s consent!

Seven Elements of Informed consent:

Threshold elements (preconditions)
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Voluntariness (in deciding)
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Do we understand?

(Zhu and Zhang 2016)



Do we understand?

(Zhu and Zhang 2016)



Do we understand?

(Zhu and Zhang 2016)



Do we understand?

(Nolan, Soar et al. 2014)



Do we understand?

(Syue, Huang et al. 2016)



Do we understand?

(Piscator, Hedberg et al. 2016)



Do we understand?

(Perman, Stanton et al. 2016)



Do we understand?

(Chon, Lee et al. 2013)



Do we understand?

(Staudinger, Stoiser et al. 2000)



Some context….

(Ewer, Kish et al. 2001)



Do we understand…the risks

(Buschmann and Tsokos 2009)



Do we understand?



Do we understand?

(Cameron, Chu et al. 2016)



Is there another alternative?

(Temel , Greer  et al. 2010)



Is there a general misunderstanding?



Is there a general misunderstanding?

(Diem, Lantos et al. 1996)



Understanding

“A single false belief can invalidate a patient's or subjects consent, even when 

there has been a suitable disclosure and comprehension”

The devil’s advocate:

- The physician overly nihilistic of poor prognosis 

- The SDM’s overly optimistic view of “God’s plan” or “miracles”



Do no harm



Do no harm

?

(Ewer, Kish et al. 2001)



Do no harm

Extrapolated Effects:

- Given ambiguity of prognosis we need to have ability for limitations/time 

sensitive directives for trail of invasive care including CPR

- If there is no availability for trails of care when prognosis is unclear you have 

created a binary clinical environment with both options causing harm ….

Two possible physicians:

- Provide excessive levels  of care causing harm and suffering in cases of high 

level of futility and low likelihood of reversibility to ensure no one is missed

- Provide restricted invasive treatments to avoid suffering in cases of likely 

futility, but risk being overly pessimistic and not helping a select few 

patients that may benefit



So what’s the right answer

The current CPSO policy:

- Is applying the standards of consent for an elective procedure to a clinically 

complex and dynamic intervention

- It has made a decision on value for conflict resolution that gives an avenue to 

open the physician/patient discussion to the light and protect the rights of the 

ones deemed more vulnerable in that relationship

- Yet, at the same time, it has done this seemingly at the sacrifice of the do no 

harm principle



The current CPSO policy:

- It assumes seemingly that we, as physicians, no longer are living up to our 

fiduciary responsibility of doing what is best for our patients 

- The college is there, not just to protect the people but to protect the standard 

of medicine

- Policies should not work to abandon the standards of medicine but rather for 

strict maintenance of our key pillars including doing no harm

So what’s the right answer



So now I ask, as a physician about to finish my training………..

If my college is now no longer protecting the maintenance of the standards of 

medicine and believe that I do not practice with the concrete and absolute ideal 

of doing no harm….

Where do we go from here?

Thank you Special Thanks To

Dr. Laura Hawryluck

So what’s the right answer
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